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Fatal Woman now offers 50+ styles of teddy garments. A separate 
category been created especially for these 
styles to let many women to show the 
length of their legs by wearing teddy 
lingerie. 

Basically teddy is a form fitted under 
garment without sleeves and risen 
waistline. It can have a halter or strapless 
design and has fishnet, sheer or semi-
sheer texture. 

Teddies also come in variety of style such 
as “peek-a-boo” designs, leather and vinyl 
trimming styles, stretch mesh and sequin 
appliqué adornments, cup less teddies, 
teddies with side cut outs, and of course 
thong teddies. Normally this kind of 
lingerie has adjustable halter or back 
straps to ensure a great stay and a perfect 
fit. 

Fatal Woman team been working hard to offer a great quality selection 
of teddies to make women’s “lingerie wardrobe” more creative and 



unique. This style is especially popular because of its enticing shape. 
When you are wearing a teddy your legs look so much longer and 
skinner even if you do not think about it. That is why very often 
cabaret dancers wear “teddy shape” outfits. It is understandable and 
reasonable as it is the perfect shape if you want to accentuate the 
length of your legs. 

Fatal Woman is online lingerie and clothing boutique based in Florida 
and been selling quality under garments since 8 years. We offer 
comprehensive collections of sexy lingerie, intimate apparel, woman’s 
clothing, swimwear, hosiery, club wear and other styles. Whether you 
would like to look elegant and classy or eye-catching and seductive we 
got apparel you can choose from. 
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1-866-331-5731 
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